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May God Listen to the Prayer of Ethiopians, and the 

Intellectuals Do One Favor to the People? 

By Belayneh Abate 

As history teaches, no tyrannical government stays long in power without the 

support of intellectual prostitutes. Intellectual prostitutes are the enablers of 

despots and criminals. As we know, many intellectuals that worked for the 

Monarch government served the Derg military government, and later became 

slaves of the robber leaders of the Ethiopian People Democratic Front (EPRDF).    

Within the last two years, many opponent intellectuals of EPRDF abruptly 

changed their political mistresses and became proponents of the criminal leaders 

of EPRDF. As God and the Ethiopian people witnessed, EPRDF is a barbaric mafia 

that committed torture, sterilization, sodomization and ethnic cleansing in this 

21st Century.   

Despite these facts, the intellectual prostitutes fell in love with the current 

criminal leaders of EPRDF and became their 

consultants, speech writers and propagandists. 

These intellectual prostitutes cannot mention a 

single EPRDF leader (they fell in love with) that was 

not involved in mass murder, torture and 

displacement of Ethiopians in one or another way.  

Off course, these intellectual prostitutes justify 

their love affairs with phony national forgiveness, 

fake love and peace. They have failed to understand that forgiveness without 

justice is drier than the Sahara desert, and love and peace grow nowhere outside 

the sphere of justice. 

It is not new to see the emergence of intellectual prostitutes. In the 18th century, 

Europe was inundated with intellectual prostitutes and the philosopher Rousseau 

described the intellectual prostitutes as follows: “Since learned men had 

appeared, honest men were nowhere to be found”.  The legendary writer 

continued “a learned man is a depraved animal; education does not make a man 

good; it only makes him clever-usually for mischief.”  
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Since the appearance of these clever and mischievous learned men, the virtuous 

and deeply religious Ethiopian people, whom the Historian Herodotus and 

prophet Mohammad admired, has been infected with the viruses of dishonesty, 

robbery, mischief and hypocrisy.   

About two years ago, the clever and mischievous intellectuals pretended as if they 

were standing behind the victims of EPRDF. They condemned the atrocities of 

EPRDF and stirred up the people to topple down this barbaric rule. 

During these fierce struggles, tens of thousands of heroic and heroine Ethiopians 

lost their lives, legs, arms, eyes, backs, and reproductive potentials. Betraying 

these martyrs, the intellectual prostitutes started to dance with the EPRDF rulers 

who were parts of these despicable crimes. None of the EPRDF officials has faced 

justice for the crimes of ethnic cleansing in Gambella, Ogaden, Bedeno, Arbagugu, 

Wolkait, Raya, Metekle, Gondar, Amba Giorgis, Debrtabor, Bahirdar, Woldia,   

Magete, and other regions of the country.  

It appears that the intellectual prostitutes have erased the concept of justice from 

their mind and conscience.  In countries built by principled intellectuals, criminals 

cannot walk free on the streets late alone take the highest offices of governments.  

The crimes of EPRDF leaders are not minor offenses: they are treasons, mass 

murders, ethnic cleanings and different forms of genocides.  It appears that the 

intellectual are pleased to sleep with these dreadful criminals.  

Since they started to share bedsheets with these criminals, the intellectual 

prostitutes have been masking the recent crimes of EPRDF. They concealed the 

displacement of three million Amaras and Gedios. They disguised the massacre of 

Gamos and dislodgment of Amaras in the outskirts of Addis Ababa. They masked 

the eviction of tens of thousands of Amara students from the universities.  

As we speak, these intellectuals have changed the conversation about the 

kidnapped students to the topics of traitors although the people expressed deep 

anger against EPRDF’s intentional indifference through massive demonstrations.  

Instead of standing with the people and free the endangered students from the 

clenches of the hyenas, these intellectuals are promoting the election propaganda 

of the criminal EPRDF leaders.   
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It is palpable that Ethiopians are losing hope that the intellectuals will contribute 

to the liberation of the people and the dignity of the nation. In fact, many people 

are praying so that God would forbid the intellectual prostitutes from living 

promiscuous lives with despicable criminals that participated in committing 

national treasons and mass murders for nearly three decades.   

May God listen to the prayer of Ethiopians, and the intellectuals do one favor to 

the people? May the intellectuals refrain from supporting criminal rulers who 

participated in tortures, forceful sterilization, sodomization, massive 

displacements, ethnic cleansing, and genocides of the Ethiopian people?  

Thank you. 
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